Michael Jackson quiz

Michael Jackson was known as:

	The King of Music

The King of Pop
The King of Dance
His best-selling album ever was:

	Scream
	Black or White

Thriller

Over his lifetime he sold ______ records.

	7 million

75 million
750 million
He had cosmetic surgery on his:

	Eyes

Nose
Ears

As regards his social life, he was:

	Reclusive

A great socialite
A quiet family man
His multi-million dollar dream mansion was called:

	Graceland

Netherlands
Neverland
As a person he could be described as:

	Conservative

Eccentric
A regular guy
Among his pets was a:


	Monkey

Tiger
Goldfish

He built his dream home in


	Orlando

California
New York
He began his career when he was:

	2

5
12
Physically he was:


	Often ill

Extremely healthy
A fitness fanatic

When he died he was:

	One of the richest men in America

In financial difficulties
Making more money than ever before
Michael Jackson’s children are called or nicknamed:
	Prince, Paris and Blanket

King, Rome and Sheet
Princess, Tokyo and Pillow
Michael Jackson died from:


	A heart attack
	A rare bone disease
	Alcoholism

Michael Jackson first formed a band with:

	His classmates

His neighbours
His family

Answers

Michael Jackson was known as:

	The King of Music

The King of Pop
The King of Dance
His best-selling album ever was:

	Scream

Black or White
Thriller

Over his lifetime he sold ______ records.

	7 million

75 million
750 million
He had cosmetic surgery on his:

	Eyes

Nose
Ears

As regards his social life, he was:

Reclusive
A great socialite
A quiet family man
His multi-million dollar dream mansion was called:

	Graceland

Netherlands
Neverland
As a person he could be described as:

	Conservative

Eccentric
A regular guy
Among his pets was a:


Monkey
Tiger
Goldfish

He built his dream home in


	Orlando

California
New York
He began his career when he was:

	2

5
12
Physically he was:


Often ill
Extremely healthy
A fitness fanatic

When he died he was:

	One of the richest men in America

In financial difficulties
Making more money than ever before
Michael Jackson’s children are called or nicknamed:
Prince, Paris and Blanket
King, Rome and Sheet
Princess, Tokyo and Pillow
Michael Jackson died from:


A heart attack
A rare bone disease
Alcoholism
Michael Jackson first formed a band with:

	His classmates

His neighbours
His family


